Similarity Test and Numerical Simulation on Deformation Failure of an Open-pit Slope under the Influences of Mining
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Underground mining significantly influences open-pit slope stability and threatens the overall slope safety as well as field safety production. This study discussed stress transfer characteristics in underground mining and the corresponding open-pit slope stability by combining a similarity model test and a numerical simulation on the Anjialing open-cast mine in Pingshuo, Shanxi. Thus, the position of terminal mining line was determined reasonably. The similarity model and numerical simulation results demonstrated that horizontal displacements of the slope free faces were approximately 2.2 and 2.3 m when the 29210 working face advanced to places 419 and 364 m away from the slope foot. The crack between the first and second steps of the slope was cut through and extended to downward steps when the working face approached the designed terminal mining line. As the working face advanced for another 60–120 m, the crack reached the slope foot and the upper steps rolled out. The reasonable terminal mining line 2 (364 m away from the slope foot) was the appropriate position to stop mining. Numerical calculation results were in high accordance with similarity model results. These research results have great significance in guiding the safety of open-pit mining.

1. Introduction

After open-cast work advances with increasing depth, the open-underground coordinated mining becomes the main mining method. Underground mining significantly influences the overall stability of an open-pit slope. Overlaying rock deformation and slope stability in an open-underground coordinated mining are the main constraints against open-underground combined mining (Sun et al., 2000). Open-underground coordinated mining can be simulated in laboratory with similar materials, through which unknown strata movement during the mining process (Sun et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2012) and slope deformation parameters are obtained. Meanwhile, a numerical simulation can disclose the influence degree of underground mining on open-pit slope stability, and slope damages caused by underground mining can be predicted. The comparative analysis between a similarity model test and a numerical simulation provides a powerful guide to the field safety production of open-pit mines. Nowadays, only few studies concerning the influences of underground mining on open-pit slope stability are conducted. Therefore, the deformation failure mechanism of an open-pit slope during underground mining remains unclear. Further studies are needed to obtain a profound understanding of such mechanism and to provide accurate and reasonable solutions for specific field problems. This study investigated the stress transfer characteristics in underground mining and the corresponding open-pit slope stability of Anjialing open-cast mine by combining the similarity model test and numerical simulation. Thus, the position of terminal mining line was determined reasonably, and the influences of underground mining on the deformation failure of an open-pit slope were concluded. The research results provided theoretical support for reasonable and safe field mining in open pits.

2. Similar material test model

2.1 Material ratio

The similar material model used a mixture of silica sand, calcium carbonate and gypsum as aggregate. The materials were mixed according to the specified compressive strength. Cement, lime, kaolin, paraffin and
distilled water with retarder were used for reinforcement. They were stirred evenly and then filled in the given moulds. The apparent density of the similar materials was 1.5 g/cm³, and the grain size of silica sand was limited between 50 and 100 meshes. Mica powder was applied for layering, and every filling thickness was generally 5–10 mm. The mixing ratio of silica sand, lime, gypsum and other similar materials (Yin et al., 2011) is listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Mixing ratio of similar materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer no. (top own)</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Matching no.</th>
<th>Sand-Binder ratio</th>
<th>Cement ratio</th>
<th>Gypsum ratio</th>
<th>Water ratio</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Backfill</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>7:0:1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Loess</td>
<td>773</td>
<td>7:0:1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weathered</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>4:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>3:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>6:0:1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4#coal seam</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>5:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>6:0:1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fine sandstone</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>4:0:1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Siltystone</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>4:0:1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>107.4</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Malmstone</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>4:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9#coal seam</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>5:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mudstone</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>4:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11#coal seam</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>5:0:1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Middle-fine sandstone</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>3:0:1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Monitoring point arrangement of the model

A BW-5 pressure cell was built firstly in the model to understand the distribution and variation of mining bearing stress with the advancement of working faces, and real-time stress monitoring was achieved with a YJZ-32A intelligent digital deformer. A total of 12 stress monitoring points was set at an interval of 100 m in the roof strata, which was 8 m away from the coal bed. The model test stand was 5000 mm(L) × 300mm(W) × 2000mm(H), and $\alpha_L=250$, $\alpha_t=15.8$ and $\gamma_M=1.5g/cm^3\alpha_L=250$. In the model test, apparent density and compressive strength were used as similarity indexes of the prototype and the model. Deformation, shear strength, elasticity modulus and Poisson’s ratio were considered indirectly. The model was constrained on all sides. The front face was a free face, whereas the back face was horizontally restrained. The two sides of the model were closed during modelling based on the steel channel structure. The front and back faces of the model were shaped and reinforced with 100 mm-wide detachable steel channel plates. Given that the model was constrained on all sides, the initial ground stress status was simulated with a dead load of strata. Figure 1 shows the stress monitoring point arrangement of the model.

3. Experimental analysis on stress transfer characteristics in underground mining

Figure 2 shows the results of stress monitoring data after the exploitation of 29210 working face. The reach of the advanced abutment pressure and position of the bearing stress peak is listed in Table 2. The 9#, 10# and 11# monitoring points were located horizontally on the stratum above the 29210-working face. According to the analysis on monitoring data, the stress reduction, stress increase and stress of primary rock zones were formed within a certain area of the overlying bed when the 29210-working face advanced. On the 29210-working surface, the stress concentration of the overlying bed increased firstly and then decreased gradually.
as the distance to the coal wall increased. This observation was consistent with the distribution law of strata collapse and deformation (Hao et al., 2011). The stress in the slope rock mass increased sharply when the 29210-working face reached the designed terminal mining line. This finding indicated that the numerical value of the slope rock stress increased, and an evident stress concentration zone was formed. The continuous advancement of the 29210-working face resulted in the significant intensification of the stress concentration at the monitoring points on the slope, thereby reflecting that the numerical value of the slope rock stress soared. Slope deformation and breakage, and even the development of a glide plane or potential glide plane, were easily triggered under tensile and compressive stresses, which were serious threats against the stability of slope rock mass.

The deformation of the overlying bed during the advancement of the 29210-working face is shown in Figure 3. The crack in the slope rock mass was cut through when the 29210-working face approached the designed terminal mining line. This crack also extended to the downward steps. As the exploitation continued, this crack should be cut through completely. The crack extended to the slope foot when the 29210-working face advanced continuously after reaching the designed terminal mining line, and the upper slope rock mass nearly rolled out. Hence, whole slope sliding might occur. This observation implied that the working face should not be advanced any more for ideal results. Therefore, the terminal mining line was the appropriate position to stop mining.

![Figure 2: Variation curve of mining after the exploitation of the 29210-working face](image)

(a) Working face advances to the place 486.5 m away from the slope foot (initial terminal mining line)

(b) Working face advances to the place 419 m away from the slope foot (reasonable terminal mining line 1)

(c) Working face advances to the place 364 m away from the slope foot (reasonable terminal mining line 2)

(d) Working face advances to the place 334 m away from the slope foot (designed terminal mining line)

![Figure 3: Overlying bed deformation during the advancement of the 29210-working face](image)
Table 2: Each of the advanced abutment pressure and position of the bearing stress peak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring point</th>
<th>Reach of the advanced abutment pressure /m</th>
<th>Position of the bearing stress peak (distance to the working face wall)/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Numerical simulation of the influence of mining on open-pit slope stability

Monitoring data on the positions and horizontal displacements of monitoring points on the slope are presented in Figure 4. A total of 15 monitoring points (1#–15#) were set top down on the slope. According to monitoring data analysis, the horizontal displacement of the slope (Liu et al., 2004; Song et al., 2012). Towards the free face increased continuously during the advancement of the 29210-working face. The horizontal displacement was approximately 1.8m when the 29210-working face reached the initial terminal mining line, thus showing a quick increasing tendency. Such horizontal displacement increased to approximately 2.2 and 2.3 m when the 29210-working face advanced to places 419 and 364 m away from the slope foot (reasonable terminal mining lines 1 and 2). Horizontal displacement during these two processes changed slowly. However, it increased dramatically as the designed terminal mining line was approached. If the working face advanced continuously, then horizontal displacement would increase accordingly. The cloud chart of the horizontal displacement showed that the crack between the first and second steps was cut through and was extended to the downward steps when the 29210-working face came close to the designated terminal mining line. This crack would extend further in the third step in the following mining activity. As the 29210-working face advanced for another 60–120 m, the crack extended to the slope foot and the upper steps were rolled out. Whole slope sliding might occur (Zhu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2007). This observation reflected that the working face should stop advancing. According to the numerical simulation results, the reasonable terminal mining line 2 was the appropriate position to stop mining. This finding conformed to the test results of the similarity model.

Figure 4: Monitoring data of the slope

Figure 5 shows the calculated horizontal displacement of the overlying bed (Han et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2013) in the continuous advancement of the working face after the designed terminal mining line. The ‘three zones’ on the overlying bed became increasingly evident as the working face advanced continuously. At the terminal mining line of the 4# coal bed, the 1390 flat plate subsided for approximately 0.5 m, and the slope between the 1380 flat plate and the 1345 flat plate had approximately 1.54 m horizontal displacement towards the free face. The cracks began to develop below the 1380 flat plate when the 29210-working face of the 9# coal bed advanced to the current terminal mining line, and the horizontal displacement between the 1380 flat plate and the 1345 flat plate was approximately 2.8 m. Subsequently, the free face of the 1360 flat plate tilted up, and cracks were observed below the 1360 flat plate. The horizontal displacement between the 1380 flat plate and the 1360 flat plate was approximately 4 m. The displacement changed in the same way when the 29210-working face of the 9# coal bed advanced to the initial terminal mining line (486.5 m away from the slope foot).
and the reasonable terminal mining line 1 (419 m away from the slope foot). The number of cracks below the
1360 flat plate increased, whereas the horizontal displacement of the slope between the 1380 flat plate and
the 1360 flat slope was approximately 4.6 m. Horizontal displacement between the 1380 flat plate and the
1360 flat slope was approximately 5 m when the 29210-working face of the 9# coal bed advanced to the
reasonable terminal mining line 2 (364 m away from the slope foot), and the displacement below the 1345 flat
plate was approximately 2 m. The crack belt from the 1390 flat plate to the 1380 flat plate subsided (Wang et
al., 2011; Zhai, 2012; Song et al., 2016) when the 29210-working face of the 9# coal bed advanced to the
designed terminal mining line (334 m away from the slope foot), and the horizontal displacement between the
1380 flat plate and the 1360 flat slope was approximately 6 m. The displacement below the 1345 flat plate was
approximately 2 m. If the working face advanced for another 60–120 m, the crack would extend to the slope
foot and the upper steps might roll out. Therefore, the reasonable terminal mining line (364 m away from the
slope foot) was the appropriate position to stop mining for the 29210-working face.

5. Conclusions

The following conclusions are obtained through the comparative analysis between the similarity test and the
numerical simulation on deformation failure of an open-pit slope under open-underground combined mining:
(1) According to the test result of the stress transfer characteristics in underground mining, the crack in the
slope rock mass is cut through when the 29210-working face approaches the designed terminal mining line. In
the mining that follows, the crack extends to the slope foot and the upper slope nearly rolls out. Hence, whole
slope sliding may occur.
(2) Based on the numerical analysis of the influences of underground mining on open-pit slope stability, the
horizontal displacements towards the free face of the slope are approximately 2.2 and 2.3 m when the 29210
working face advances to places 419 and 364 m away from the slope foot. The crack between the first and the
second steps of the slope is cut through and is extended to the downward steps when the working face
approaches the designed terminal mining line. The crack reaches the slope foot as the working face advances
for another 60–120 m and the upper steps roll out.
(3) Both similarity test and numerical simulation conclude that the reasonable terminal mining line 2 (364 m
away from the slope foot) is the appropriate position to stop mining for the 29210-working face. The research
results provide powerful support for the safe mining of open pits.
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